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Figure 1: Comparison between conventional binary segmentation (b) and multi-instance segmentation (d) of scene sketches based on input
referring expression. In our framework, we propose a global reference mechanism (c), where each candidate is assigned references to identify
its global position. The sheep instances are indexed to avoid confusion.

Abstract
Scene sketch segmentation based on referring expression plays an important role in sketch editing of anime industry. While most
existing referring image segmentation approaches are designed for the standard task of generating a binary segmentation mask
for a single or a group of target(s), we think it necessary to equip these models with the ability of multi-instance segmentation.
To this end, we propose GRM-Net, a one-stage framework tailored for multi-instance referring image segmentation of scene
sketches. We extract the language features from the expression and fuse it into a conventional instance segmentation pipeline for
filtering out the undesired instances in a coarse-to-fine manner and keeping the matched ones. To model the relative arrangement
of the objects and the relationship among them from a global view, we propose a global reference mechanism (GRM) to assign
references to each detected candidate to identify its position. We compare with existing methods designed for multi-instance
referring image segmentation of scene sketches and for the standard task of referring image segmentation, and the results
demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our approach.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Scene understanding; Image Segmentation;

1. Introduction

Scene-level sketch editing plays a fundamental role in the indus-
try of anime production. Efficient ways for the manipulation have
been explored, and language expression is generally considered as
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the most user-friendly and convenient one. Given that segmentation
serves as a critical step in the editing pipeline, the task of scene
sketch segmentation based on referring expression has come into
being. While there exist plenty of studies of the referring image
segmentation task [LLS∗17,HFS∗20,FHZL21,YRLW19,YLS∗18,
DLWJ21], the majority of them work with natural images, and very
few focus on sketches that have unique characteristics, e.g., spar-
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sity and abstraction. Scene sketches, theoretically, can be treated
as normal images and processed by the models for natural images,
but most methods are tailored for binary mask generation with only
one output mask covering a single target instance (in most cases)
or a group of objects, as shown in Fig. 1-(b). In the pipeline of
anime production where finer-grained manipulation is required, the
individual segmentation for each of the multiple instances (Fig. 1-
(d)) should be produced, including a bounding box, a segmentation
mask and a category label. Therefore, it is critical to promote the
models to develop the ability of multi-instance segmentation based
on expressions, in order to meet the demands for more forms of
human-computer interaction in the future.

To the best of our knowledge, Zou et al. [ZMG∗19] propose
the only method for multi-instance referring image segmentation
of scene sketches, where all instances are segmented first and then
the desired targets are selected through a filtering algorithm. With
a pre-training stage and another step to obtain the final results, it
disables end-to-end joint training, which tends to cause error accu-
mulation when the performance of the latter stage is particularly
dependent on the former. To overcome this issue, we propose a
one-stage framework, named GRM-Net, for multi-instance refer-
ring image segmentation of scene sketches. We integrate the ex-
pression information into an instance segmentation pipeline to filter
out the mismatched instances via a one-stage training. Therefore,
the weights of the entire model are optimized jointly, which avoids
error accumulation and helps to improve the performance.

Similar to the classic instance segmentation work-
flow [HGDG17], candidate regions of interest (RoIs) go through
a coarse-to-fine filtering process. Each of them stores regional
information and lacks a global view of its spatial relationship with
other instances and the overall arrangement of all objects. As a
result, it increases the difficulty of the model to judge whether
the candidate matches the spatial information conveyed by the
expression. To provide each detected candidate with a global view,
we propose a global reference mechanism (GRM) which assigns
object references for each candidate as shown in Fig. 1-(c). The
references for each candidate are found in a global manner, that
is, selected largely according to the consistency to the expression
learned by the model instead of the local spatial distance to the
candidate. For example, when sheep A is the candidate, not only
the car, but also sheep B and even sheep C that is not spatially close
to sheep A are considered as references because “sheep” is men-
tioned in the expression. This mechanism offers more meaningful
references to the candidate, which helps the segmentation model to
identify the positions of the candidates globally and improves its
ability of responding to the location information in the expression.

We evaluate our proposed approach on a scene sketch
dataset [ZMG∗19] through comprehensive ablation studies and
comparisons with the advanced methods for both multi-instance re-
ferring image segmentation task and standard referring image seg-
mentation task. The results show that our approach outperforms the
advanced methods both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• A one-stage framework GRM-Net for multi-instance referring
image segmentation of scene sketches, with a two-step language
fusion in a coarse-to-fine manner.

• A global reference mechanism (GRM) that offers a global view
of object arrangement and helps to identify the positions for the
candidate instances.

• Visualization of how the proposed global reference mecha-
nism (GRM) works and in-depth comparisons with existing ap-
proaches that show the efficiency of our method.

2. Method

2.1. Overview

As illustrated in Fig. 2, our framework GRM-Net designed for
multi-instance referring image segmentation of scene sketches is
built on the combination of a conventional instance segmentation
model Mask R-CNN [HGDG17], a language model, and a global
reference mechanism (GRM) module. The language model en-
codes the input expression and serves as a filtering module to of-
fer information of the instances specified by the expression. Mask
R-CNN originally outputs all the instances, and when fused with
the filtering information, it is able to learn to discard the outliers
and keep the correct ones. Given that modeling spatial relationships
among objects is a non-trivial task based on language information
only, we propose a global reference mechanism to assign references
to each object proposal and provide the segmentation model with
a global view on the relative positioning among objects. With this
mechanism, the model learns to better distinguish between correct
(e.g., “the two trees on the left of house” in Fig. 2) and incorrect
instances (e.g., the rightmost tree) based on the expression.

2.2. Language Model

The original Mask R-CNN [HGDG17] model segments all the ob-
ject instances in the image, while the multi-instance referring image
segmentation task aims at a subset of the output from the conven-
tional instance segmentation model. Therefore, it is straightforward
to inject the language information into the pipeline of Mask R-CNN
to filter out the incorrect instances that are not specified by the lan-
guage expression.

As shown in Fig. 2, we process the input referring expression
with a language model, in which a recurrent neural network built
with LSTM cells is employed to extract the language features. The
encoded language features are fused with both the image features
in the RPN (referred to as RPN Fusion Step) and the RoI features
after the RoIAlign operation (referred to as RoI Fusion Step). The
two-step fusion enables the filtering in a coarse-to-fine manner.

In the RPN Fusion Step, anchors are classified into positive and
negative ones, which serves as the first round of region filtering by
using the positive proposals for the following processes. Different
from the original Mask R-CNN that distinguishes foreground and
background regions in this step, we incorporate the language infor-
mation to allow a rough filtering to reject the regions irrelevant to
the expression. In the RoI Fusion Step, the classification head deter-
mines the categories of the RoIs, which forms the second round of
filtering by discarding the RoIs with non-object classes. Besides a
naive classification as in Mask R-CNN, our model is also required
to assign non-object labels to the RoIs mismatched with the lan-
guage expression even if they contain objects inside (e.g., the right-
most tree in Fig. 2). Thus, the language features facilitate a finer
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Figure 2: Our framework GRM-Net for multi-instance referring image segmentation of scene sketches, consisting of a segmentation model, a
language model and a global reference mechanism module. The encoded language features (b) and the global reference information produced
in (c) are fused to the segmentation pipeline (a). In (c), the candidate uses proposals from the RPN as global references, and numbers in the
proposals indicate the probability of being positive. The inputs to the GRM (c) are all the proposals output from the RPN.

selection between the matched and mismatched candidates. Essen-
tially, in both steps, the segmentation model incorporated with the
language guidance learns to filter out the undesired proposals/RoIs
by decreasing their probability of being a positive proposal or an
object-class RoI.

2.3. Global Reference Mechanism
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Figure 3: Example of incorrect segmentation without global refer-
ence mechanism (GRM). The numbers above the boxes indicate the
probability of being a positive proposal (b) or the predicted object
category (c). We omit other proposals in (b) for brevity.

In the RoI Fusion Step, each RoI is injected with the language
features to determine whether it is matched to the expression. How-
ever, the RoIs that primarily store regional features have a local
view and lack global information, i.e., the relative arrangement of
all objects and their own positions in the image. Consequently, they
are not able to respond to the location information in the expres-
sion and the finer filtering may fail. For example, in Fig. 3, after
the rough filtering in RPN, the rightmost tree is still kept as a high-
probability positive proposal. In the absence of reference informa-
tion from a global perspective, this RoI is finally classified into a
tree object and output as a segmented instance, which indicates that

the incorrect RoIs cannot be filtered out as non-objects according to
the expression. To this end, we introduce a global reference mech-
anism (GRM) to offer each RoI a global view of its spatial relation-
ship with other objects. As shown in Fig. 2, the global reference
information for each RoI is then fused with its own visual features
and the language features, which enables a joint modeling of the
location information from both expression and each RoI to mea-
sure their alignment. This mechanism facilitates the finer filtering
of mismatched RoIs and improves the segmentation performance.

The key idea of the global reference mechanism is to assign
references to each RoI. To this end, we use the proposals output
from the RPN (after the Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) fil-
tering operation) as the input to the GRM module, and select the
references from the proposals. Each of them is with a probability
of being a positive proposal, and thus we choose top-K positive
ones as the references. As illustrated in Fig. 2-(c), when the right-
most tree serves as a candidate instance, top-K positive proposals
(K = 3 proposals are visualized in this example for clarity) includ-
ing the house and the other two trees are utilized as the references to
establish its spatial relationship and identify its position. Different
from MAttNet [YLS∗18] which uses a number of K surrounding
objects with the shortest distance as references (distance-based),
we choose the references according to the aforementioned proba-
bility that indicates the degree of consistency (consistency-based)
to the input expression, and thus make it possible to access neces-
sary instances far away. For example, when determining whether
the rightmost tree in Fig. 2-(c) matches the input language expres-
sion, all the trees should be considered jointly. Thus, this candidate
has a close relationship with the tree on the far left, and our mech-
anism allows the latter with a high consistency probability to be
accessed by the candidate regardless of the long distance. This is
why we call it a global reference.

Specifically, for each candidate RoI Ci, we first find its top-K
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references R j( j = 1, ...,K). Then, we calculate the offsets and area
ratio between the candidate and the references as the reference in-
formation (similar to MAttNet [YLS∗18]), which is formulated as:

δ
(5)
i j = [

[∆xtl ]i j

wi
,
[∆ytl ]i j

hi
,
[∆xbr]i j

wi
,
[∆ybr]i j

hi
,

w jh j

wihi
], (1)

where (∆xtl ,∆ytl) and (∆xbr,∆ybr) denote the offsets of the top-left
and bottom-right positions, respectively. w and h are the width and
height of the bounding box of the RoIs. All the 5-d vectors δ

(5)
i j of

R j( j = 1, ...,K) are tiled to spatial feature maps and concatenated
with the language features as well as the visual features of the cor-
responding RoI Ci. To incorporate more positional information into
the candidate RoIs, we also exploit the absolute position informa-
tion [ xtl

W , ytl
H , xbr

W , ybr
H , hw

HW ] of each individual RoI and concatenate
it with the hybrid features above. W and H denote the width and
height of the entire scene sketch image, respectively.

3. Experiments

3.1. Datasets and Implementation Details

Datasets. We evaluate our approach on a scene sketch dataset
called SketchyScene-Matching [ZMG∗19] that has a wide variety
of subsets of target instances, e.g., a single tree, two of the trees, or
all the trees in Fig. 3. This helps to better evaluate the performance
of models on handling the expression diversity in real-life sce-
narios. Specifically, the SketchyScene-Matching dataset contains
1,695 scene sketches from the SketchyScene dataset [ZYD∗18]
and 38,557 pairs of object instance segmentation mask and lan-
guage expression. These data are split into three sets for train-
ing, validation and testing, respectively. 24 object categories are
included in this dataset.

Implementation Details. In the fusion of the language features and
the segmentation pipeline (Fig. 2-(a)), we first tile the language fea-
ture vector to a spatial feature map, and concatenate it with the im-
age features from the ResNet backbone and the RoI features after
the RoIAlign operation. In the global reference mechanism (GRM)
module, the K in top-K is set to 10. During training, the regres-
sion loss in the RPN stage is calculated with positive anchors, and
the regression loss and mask loss for detected RoIs are applied to
positive ones. We train for 270k iterations with a batch size of 4.
AdamW [LH17] is adopted as the optimizer, with an initial learn-
ing rate 0.0002. In terms of the language model, we employ bi-
directional LSTM with a maximum time step of 15 to process the
input expression.

Quantitative Evaluation Metrics. Our approach outputs a cate-
gory label, a bounding-box and a segmentation mask for each pre-
dicted instance, so we follow Zou et al. [ZMG∗19] and Mask R-
CNN [HGDG17], and use the standard COCO metrics [LMB∗14]
including mask AP (Average Precision), AP50 and AP75 to quanti-
tatively evaluate the performance.

3.2. Comparison with Existing Approaches

3.2.1. Evaluation Settings

We mainly compare with the only approach designed for multi-
instance referring image segmentation of scene sketches proposed

Table 1: Quantitative comparisons with the baseline methods.

Task Method AP AP50 AP75

Standard DMN [MTPBA18] 4.01 9.02 1.15
Standard CMSA [YRLW19] 8.77 28.42 3.53
Standard CMPC [HHL∗20] 10.20 28.08 5.99
Standard CEFNet [FHZL21] 26.72 55.28 23.07

Multi-instance Zou et al. [ZMG∗19] 45.97 70.79 53.90
Multi-instance GRM-Net (ours) 59.39 71.37 62.07

by Zou et al. [ZMG∗19]. The evaluation is conducted on the test set
of the SketchyScene-Matching dataset [ZMG∗19], and we directly
report the quantitative results of Zou et al. from their paper.

For sufficient experimental validation, we also adapt the dataset
above for conventional methods developed for the standard task
of referring expression segmentation, i.e., binary instance seg-
mentation in natural image domain, given the lack of baseline
methods tailored for multi-instance segmentation scenario. Specif-
ically, when there are multiple instances in a ground-truth segmen-
tation, we merge them into a binary segmentation mask, which
fits in with the conventional methods. We compare with four
representative conventional methods, DMN [MTPBA18], CMSA-
Net [YRLW19], CMPC [HHL∗20] and CEFNet [FHZL21], and
use the same hyperparameters in their official implementations.
During evaluation, we treat the output mask of these approaches
as the segmentation mask for a single instance, and calculate the
mask AP likewise as the quantitative evaluation.

3.2.2. Results

From Table 1, we can see that the conventional methods designed
for the standard task perform poorly. This is because when applied
to the examples with multiple targets, they output a unified mask
for all targets, which tends to lead to poor instance segmentation
measurement (AP). As for the comparison with the only approach
(two-stage) closest to our framework (one-stage), namely Zou et
al. [ZMG∗19], ours outperforms by a large margin, as shown in
Table 1. From the qualitative results in Fig. 4, we can see that Zou
et al. [ZMG∗19] fail in some cases where the expression specifies
all the instances of the same category (a). In some cases where a
single target is specified (b), it tends to output undesired instances.
Moreover, when it is able to locate the correct instances, some seg-
mentation masks are not able to cover the whole object completely
(c). In contrast, our model works better on these cases and produces
visually more complete masks. The quantitative and qualitative re-
sults both imply that our one-stage framework is more effective
because of the joint training in an end-to-end manner. More results
are shown in the supplemental materials.

3.3. Effectiveness of Global Reference Mechanism

3.3.1. Ablation Study

In the global reference mechanism module, we choose top-K pro-
posals in terms of consistency probability for each RoI as refer-
ences, and fuse the 5-d reference information (shown in Eq. (1))
and the absolute positional information with the RoI features. We
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Figure 4: Comparisons with the baseline method.

evaluate the following design choices: (a) Different manners of se-
lecting the references, i.e., our consistency-based method or the
distance-based one from the MAttNet [YLS∗18]; (b) Incorporation
of the absolute positional information; (c) The number of K and
the performance of model without the global reference mechanism
(K = 0); (d) Different kinds of reference information, i.e., our 5-
d vector or a 3-d one δ

(3)
i j = [

[∆xcenter ]i j
wi

,
[∆ycenter ]i j

hi
,

w jh j
wihi

], where the
offsets of center position (∆xcenter,∆ycenter) are used instead of the
top-left and bottom-right ones.

Quantitative results in Table 2 show that the distance-based se-
lection manner works worse than our consistency-based approach
(#1 vs. #7), probably due to its lack of ability in accessing necessary
references far away. Incorporating the absolute positional informa-
tion brings slight improvement (#2 vs. #3), but lacking reference
information from the GRM hinders further improvement (#3 vs.
#4-#7). When employing GRM with K = 10, the performance im-
proves by a large margin, but the model suffers performance degra-
dation (#4/#5 vs. #7) with K = 5 or 20. Our model with 5-d refer-
ence information is superior to the model with 3-d one (#6 vs. #7).

3.3.2. Visualization and Analysis

In this section, we show how the proposed global reference mech-
anism (GRM) works by visualizing the intermediate results, as
shown in Fig. 5. After the rough filtering in the RPN stage (b, d),
model with or without GRM has positive proposals covering the
correct and incorrect instances. Without the GRM (c), the model

Table 2: Ablation studies of configurations of the global refer-
ence mechanism (GRM). The last row shows the configurations in
our model. “Manner” denotes the selection criteria of the refer-
ences. “PosInfo.” indicates whether absolute positional informa-
tion is used. “Dim.” means the dimension of reference information.

# Manner PosInfo. Top-K Dim. AP AP50 AP75

1 Distance ✓ 10 5 53.35 64.61 59.01
2 Consistency ××× 0 - 53.29 67.71 56.52
3 Consistency ✓ 0 - 53.55 68.35 56.96
4 Consistency ✓ 5 5 59.03 70.41 61.38
5 Consistency ✓ 20 5 57.32 70.23 59.79
6 Consistency ✓ 10 3 57.46 69.97 59.71

7 Consistency ✓ 10 5 59.39 71.37 62.07

predicts the positive proposals after the RPN stage as object-class
instances (e.g., the rightmost tree in the top-row example), leading
to incorrectly identified outputs. With the reference assignment and
the global view offered by the GRM (e), the model learns to classify
the incorrectly identified proposals (e.g., the house and the right-
most tree in dashed boxes in the top-row example) as non-objects
which have a low probability of being their real object class. Hence,
these non-object instances that are mismatched with the expression
are removed from the final outputs.

4. Conclusion and Limitations

We present a one-stage framework for multi-instance referring im-
age segmentation of scene sketches, which is demonstrated through
our experiments to be superior to the two-stage approaches with
a pre-training process. Our proposed global reference mechanism
(GRM) provides a global view for the model to identify the position
of each detected candidate, in order to improve the segmentation
accuracy. Finally, we also show how the GRM works by visualiz-
ing the intermediate results.

Limitations. Since we use the training and test sets in the
SketchyScene-Matching dataset [ZMG∗19], where textual expres-
sions are created automatically based on templates. Therefore,
some of them seem unnatural and may contain grammar mistakes,
for example in the bottom case in Fig. 5. When we revise these ex-
pressions into natural ones for our approach, the framework works
with some but fails on the others. This is probably because our
framework is built on an RNN text encoder that projects words
into different feature vectors and has difficulty in recognizing the
correlation between two different expressions with similar seman-
tic contents. This also indicates the limitation of our framework
in processing general expressions beyond the dataset. This issue
might be overcome by the large-scale pre-training models on texts,
e.g., BERT [DCLT18] and CLIP [RKH∗21], which produces sim-
ilar language features for two prompts with slight differences in
expression. Therefore, our model trained with unnatural prompts
could be tested on natural ones with similar contents while main-
taining a comparable performance.

In our GRM module, we employ a simple process of information
combination, and thus the framework tends to fail on some com-
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“the two trees on the left of the house”

Input
scene sketch (b) Proposals after RPN (c) Final outputs

“the cow on the rightmost”

(d) Proposals after RPN (e) Final outputs
Ground
Truth
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of global reference mechanism (GRM). Boxes in dashed line in (b) and (d) are the proposals after the RPN (other
proposals are omitted for brevity). Boxes in solid line in (c) and (e) are the final segmented instances. In (e), the boxes in dashed line are
assigned non-object labels and thus are not the output instances; we visualize the predicted probability of their real object class in this case.

plicated scenes with numerous instances, as shown in the supple-
mental file. Given the graph-type representation of the references
as shown in Fig. 2-(c), graph neural networks (GNN), which have
powerful ability of modeling the relationships in a group, could be
adopted in the GRM model to strengthen reference information.
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